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Death Casts a Shadow
PATRICIA SKALKA
The final book in the Dave Cubiak Door County Mystery series
“A thoughtful, realistic protagonist and an evocative setting. . . .
Those familiar with Wisconsin’s Door County will enjoy the regional
color.”—Publishers Weekly, praise for a previous volume
With Door County caught in the grip of a fierce winter storm, Sheriff Dave
Cubiak agrees to do a simple favor for a friend of his wife: he stops by to
check in on an affluent widow with a questionable new suitor. His initial
disquiet is easily dismissed—until she is found dead the next morning in
her home. Lying at the bottom of a flight of stairs, clutching a valuable
bronze sculpture, she points her outstretched hand in the direction of a
nearby, nondescript ring.
The scene bears all the characteristics of an accidental fall, not unheard
of for a person of her age, but something is not adding up. Later that
week, an explosion in an ice fishing shack on the frozen bay leads to the
discovery of another body, burned beyond recognition. Was this the
widow’s missing handyman? Could the two deaths be related? With what
has become a hallmark for books in the series, past and present collide as
Cubiak’s search for answers uncovers the sad legacy of loneliness and the
disquieting links between wealth and poverty on the peninsula.
is the author of Death Stalks Door
County, Death at Gills Rock, Death in Cold Water, Death
Rides the Ferry, Death by the Bay, and Death Washes
Ashore, the first six books in the popular Dave Cubiak
Door County Mystery series. She divides her time
between Milwaukee and Door County, Wisconsin.
PATRICIA SK ALK A

MYSTERY
JUNE | LC: 2021049362 PS
240 PP. | 5.5 × 8.5
ISBN 978-0-299-33870-1 | CLOTH | $24.95

A Dave Cubiak Door County Mystery

“Fully captures the reader’s
dedicated attention in a complex
mystery with more twists and
turns than a Coney Island roller
coaster.”—Midwest Book Review, praise
for a previous volume

ALSO BY PATRICIA SK ALK A
Death Washes Ashore (Book 6)

Death Stalks Door County (Book 1)

ISBN 978-0-299-32820-7

ISBN 978-0-299-29940-8
CLOTH $26.95
ISBN 978-0-299-29944-6
PAPER $16.95

CLOTH $24.95
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Dot & Ralfie
AMY HOFFMAN
Can they get through it all and stay together?
“Amy Hoffman creates unforgettable characters, and her scintillating
wit keeps things lively even in the face of the decline that awaits us all.”
—Alison Bechdel, author of The Secret to Superhuman Strength

FICTION
APRIL | LC: 2021038690 PS
160 PP. | 5.5 × 8.5
ISBN 978-0-299-33364-5 | PAPER | $16.95

“Dot & Ralfie is a shrewd examination
of the many indignities of aging,
economic inequality, and the broken
healthcare system, all masked as an
irresistible domestic comedy.”
—Stephen McCauley, author of My Ex-Life

“We know Dot and Ralfie from
back in the day in Boston! Was it
at the bar? Dyke softball? Who can
remember? Anyway, it’s great to
catch up with them—bum knees,
chair stairs, crazy jobs, money
worries, aging in place. In place of
what? We loved spending time
with them.”—Kate Clinton, humorist,
and Urvashi Vaid, activist

Dorothy “Dot” Greenbaum and Rafaela “Ralfie” Santopietro have been together
for years, but as they age, their stable lives begin to show cracks. Ralfie can’t
navigate the stairs in their home after a debilitating knee replacement and
Dot’s heart condition throws into question the viability of their careers, their
housing, and their relationship. In their late sixties with no kids to lean on, the
two women must come to terms with unforeseen questions of identity, love,
and family.
Dot is caring but hides hurtful secrets. Ralfie’s gruffness masks the physical
and emotional pain she endures. Friends and relatives don’t necessarily
offer appealing role models for their third act. Dot’s sister Susan is pushing
them toward a stuffy “55 or better” community out in the ’burbs, populated
by aging straights who mistake the butch Ralfie for a frumpy old man.
Eighty-year-old Viola—Dot’s friend and sometime lover—lives alone and
refuses help, even as she experiences a devastating fall. Rife with Hoffman’s
characteristic wit, Dot & Ralfie takes a hard, sometimes painful look at elder
care in the LGBTQ+ community, and the unique struggles that come with
getting older outside of heteronormative structures.
is the author of the novel The Off Season and
the memoirs Lies about My Family, An Army of Ex-Lovers, and
Hospital Time. Formerly the editor in chief of Women’s Review
of Books, she currently teaches writing at Emerson College
and in the Solstice Low-Residency MFA Program. Her writing
has appeared in the Boston Review, the Gay & Lesbian Review,
and other publications.
AMY HOFFMAN

SHARONA JACOBS
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The Off Season

The Book of Casey Adair

Amy Hoffman

Ken Harvey

ISBN 978-0-299-31464-4

ISBN 978-0-299-333546

PAPER $17.95

PAPER $18.95
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Mourning Light
RICHARD GOODKIN
The 11:11 face
“A love story that borders on obsession, an engaging mystery,
a meditation on how our relationships evolve even after death,
and, finally, a reimagining of Daphne du Maurier’s Rebecca. I found
myself entertained, moved, and greatly admiring of Goodkin’s ability
to write a novel of such elegance, complexity, and wit.”—Ken Harvey,
author of The Book of Casey Adair

Set in Madison, Wisconsin, and New Haven, Connecticut, in the early days of
the AIDS epidemic, Mourning Light is a semiautobiographical love story. Our
narrator, Reb (so named by his mother because of her love of the Daphne
du Maurier novel Rebecca), is hounded by guilt over the death of his lover,
Anthony, which took place on the same day Reb first met the handsome yet
enigmatic Eric. Once Reb becomes convinced that Anthony has sent him a
cryptic message from beyond the grave, he becomes obsessed with figuring
out what it could mean.
Told in a series of flashbacks and remembrances, the novel concludes with
a whirlwind of revelations that both complicate and resolve Reb’s view of his
world and his lover.
RICHARD GOODKIN is a professor of French at the University
of Wisconsin–Madison. He has published five monographs
on seventeenth-, nineteenth-, and twentieth-century French
literature and a historical novel, written in French, about
Molière’s mistress and collaborator, Madeleine Béjart.

FICTION
JULY | LC: 2021047929 PS
200 PP. | 5.5 × 8.5
ISBN 978-0-299-33864-0 | PAPER | $17.95

“A warm, romantic, intelligently
written novel. The love story within
a love story, set in the era of the
AIDS epidemic, is clever, layered,
and entertaining even as it deals
with loss. It is delightful to read the
story of Reb and Anthony falling
in love, and moving too because
we know where it all ends. We
need more stories to document
that particularly important and
heartbreaking time.”—Lori Soderlind,
author of The Change: My Great American,
Postindustrial, Midlife Crisis Tour

OF REL ATED INTEREST
Sex with Strangers

Half

Michael Lowenthal

Sharon Harrigan

ISBN 978-0-299-33264-8

ISBN 978-0-299-32854-2

PAPER $17.95

PAPER $17.95
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One Breath from Drowning
KENT QUANEY
A parallel journey of reckoning, honesty, and hope
“One Breath from Drowning enjoys a distinguished place in a thriving
movement in literature—the social novel, in the great tradition of Forster’s
Howards End and Trollope’s The Way We Live Now. It’s a compelling and
enjoyable story about Ryan and Sam, but also a story about all of us.”
—Brian Bouldrey, author of The Boom Economy

FICTION
MAY | LC: 2021043289 PS
216 PP. | 6 × 9
ISBN 978-0-299-33714-8 | PAPER | $18.95

One Breath from Drowning tracks the foundering relationship between Ryan
Jensen, a lapsed Mormon from Utah and heretofore closeted aspiring actor,
and Sam Carter, a cocky party- and surf-loving Australian realtor whose
family connections and wealth have buffered him from the most severe
consequences of his impulsive nature and poor decision-making. Their
genuine yet tumultuous love is strained by their tendencies for self-deception
and avoidance, their secrets and their baggage, and the ways their past
choices haunt their present.
The two men find moments of joy and humor together in Sydney, but
arrests, infidelities, and addictions force them to finally face the issues holding
them back. Though it initially presents as a love story, One Breath from
Drowning is a tale of spiritual bildungsroman told in parallel. Ryan and Sam’s
conflict and love ultimately push each of them to evolve, their transformation
not the result of reckless acts of escape but the product of the fitful and
difficult work of grappling with their complex realities.
KENT QUANEY is an author, essayist, and educator whose
work has appeared in Literally Stories, Chelsea Station,
riverSedge, and Polari, among others. He is an assistant
professor of English at Auburn University Montgomery.

OF REL ATED INTEREST
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The Paternity Test

Independence

Michael Lowenthal

Evan Balkan

ISBN 978-0-299-29004-7

ISBN 978-0-299-32914-3

PAPER $17.95

PAPER $17.95
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Hoaxes and Other Stories
BRIAN DINUZZO
What do you see when your screen goes dark?
“Fakery is explored in almost all of these inventive stories. After
relationships end and jobs don’t work out, protagonists are often left
wondering, like the narrator of the titular story, what value they held.
Were they even real?”—Chris Fink, author of Add This to the List of Things That You Are
A small-time celebrity keeps dying. A Bigfoot hunter and his grandson give
presentations on the elusive beast. A disgruntled office drone reaches his
breaking point and quits, in the middle of a zip-line trust fall.
The characters populating Brian DiNuzzo’s debut short story collection
may be eccentrics, but at their core they are struggling to get through life,
dealing with unmanageable bosses and tedious jobs, and trying to maintain
their interpersonal and romantic relationships. These are people seeking to
improve their circumstances, people striving for utopia but willing to accept
much less. Frustrated and weary, downtrodden and misguided, they still hold
out for the dim light of hope.
DiNuzzo navigates ordinary settings—Southern California, South
Philadelphia, suburban and city streets, office buildings, derelict apartment
complexes, the public library, the airport, the shopping mall—with quirky
characters and odd situations. These stories ask us to wonder how falsehoods
pervade private life. Through his twelve distinct tales, DiNuzzo asks: What’s
real? What’s fake? Does it matter?

FICTION
APRIL | LC: 2021038759 PS
176 PP. | 5.5 × 8.5
ISBN 978-0-299-33474-1 | PAPER | $17.95

“The stories in DiNuzzo’s inventive,
mischievous debut collection come
straight at the reader. . . . The writer
is off to a strong start.”
—Publishers Weekly

BRIAN DINUZZO is a writer and educator based in
Allentown, New Jersey. His short stories have won several
awards and have appeared in the Lindenwood Review,
Qwerty, Echo Ink Review, and other publications.

OF REL ATED INTEREST
The Blondes of Wisconsin

Minus One

Anthony Bukoski

Doris Iarovici

ISBN 978-0-299-33114-6

ISBN 978-0-299-33004-0

PAPER $16.95

PAPER $17.95
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Girl’s Guide to Leaving
LAURA VILLAREAL
“Everything dangerous sounds / Like something familiar”
“A folklore troubadour, Villareal ably unfolds a path through memory.
Running wild and running home, this guide isn’t just for leaving but rather
for making space in sites where one can ‘witness local miracles’ or to tell a
heroine’s story without remorse. This is a rangy and ambitious book.”
—Carmen Giménez Smith

“Fanged and feathered,” Laura Villareal fights against expectations embedded in
her existence—the expectations bound in being a woman, being queer, being
Latinx—and claws her way to her own identity. Her poetry covers a vast range,
invoking Mexican folklore, exploring the process of healing while hurting, and
the complicated conflict between intergenerational trauma and the love of
family—continuously reasserting that leaving is never a singular action, that
healing isn’t completed in a day, that living is a process, not a straight line.
Tumbleweeds and wandering cacti litter the page, coyotes croon at the
prose. In poems haunted by specters of intimate partner violence, Girl’s Guide to
Leaving considers what it means to escape the love that trapped you and find a
temporary home in the barely cooled ashes of a wildfire.

POETRY
APRIL | LC: 2021038185 PS
80 PP. | 7 × 9
ISBN 978-0-299-33684-4 | PAPER | $16.95

Wisconsin Poetry Series
Edited by Ronald Wallace and Sean Bishop

“Formally diverse, this collection
wants to ‘tell you all hearts find
good homes eventually’ while
moving through contrapuntals,
prose blocks, and open field
poems that articulate anything
but statis, that articulate that
perhaps the place we will find the
most comfort for our hearts is in
the act of forward motion, in the
act of leaving.”—Chet’la Sebree

listen this part is important
you must never let yourself try & find the first place
you took root you must live like a tumbleweed
you must never call out into the desert blue night
but you will anyways I know this you’ll cry out
as the coyotes do weep
—Excerpt from “Desert Note”
LAURA VILLAREAL is a 2019–21 National Book Critics Circle
Emerging Fellow, a 2020–21 Stadler Fellow, and the author
of the chapbook The Cartography of Sleep. She works on an
interview series at F(r)iction called “Writers Talking about
Anything but Writing.” Her work has appeared in AGNI, Grist,
Black Warrior Review, Waxwing, and elsewhere.

ALSO IN THE SERIES
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Alien Miss

Blood Aria

Carlina Duan

Christopher Nelson

ISBN 978-0-299-33134-4

ISBN 978-0-299-33154-2

PAPER $16.95

PAPER $16.95
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Thunderhead
EMILY ROSE COLE
Bodies that break, hearts that mend
“Fiercely imaginative, these heart-wrenching, lyric narrative poems are
haunted by the body as a depository for trauma, the body with cancer,
the body with MS, the body cut open and sacrificed, teaching us that grief
comes from love while transforming us with exquisite and beautiful
language that is simply breathtaking.”—Judy Jordan
In this striking and nostalgic collection, Emily Rose Cole unearths the fragility
and resilience of daughterhood through indelible imagery that evokes new
senses of the body: swallowing keys, rain lashing eyelids, unzipping of flesh.
Grieving self-portraits of historical and mythological women are woven with
stirring recollections of struggling bodies and evocative spells to overcome
them. Undulating with memories and magic, illness and death, these poems
reveal how a single chance at life and loving can be both too much and not
enough.
				
Her bed,
from this angle, looks like an altar. Isaiah, when you wrote,
The wolf will live with the lamb, what did you mean?
Some days, cancer is the wolf. Some days, the wolf is Mama.
—excerpt from “Still Life with Lines from Isaiah”

is a writer and lyricist from Pennsylvania.
She is the author of Love & a Loaded Gun, a chapbook of
persona poems from Minerva Rising Press. Her poems have
appeared in American Life in Poetry, Poet Lore, and the Los
Angeles Review, among others.
EMILY ROSE COLE

POETRY
APRIL | LC: 2021041583 PS
96 PP. | 6 × 9
ISBN 978-0-299-33674-5 | PAPER | $16.95

Wisconsin Poetry Series
Edited by Ronald Wallace and Sean Bishop

“Urgent and magnetic, Cole’s
narrative builds in intensity to
offer not only a fresh take on the
extended elegy, but an important
addition to the new canon of
disability poetics. These poems
transform grief via spells—
incantatory, temporal, prophetic—
for safe passage through the many
facets of inheritance and how each
can lend revelations long after
the page is turned. Thunderhead
is a masterful and bewitching
debut.”—Meg Day

ALSO IN THE SERIES
Come Clean

Perigee

Joshua Nguyen

Diane Kerr

ISBN 978-0-299-33604-2

ISBN 978-0-299-33024-8

PAPER $16.95

PAPER $16.95
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Winner of the Four Lakes Prize in Poetry

The Sound Boat
New and Selected Poems
JUDITH VOLLMER
“From the deeply moral and radical qualities of her first book to spectacular
new poems, Vollmer has created a body of work singular in American
poetry. With the sense, intellect, sound, tone, rhythm, and music only the
most real and truest poetry provides, The Sound Boat embodies, on every
level, the regions of the human soul.”—Lawrence Joseph

POETRY
APRIL | LC: 2021041560 PS
184 PP. | 7 × 9
ISBN 978-0-299-33694-3 | PAPER | $18.95

Wisconsin Poetry Series
Edited by Ronald Wallace and Sean Bishop

“Always at the center of Vollmer’s
poems is her love and connection
to the people she learned from:
mothers, fathers, poets, artists,
teachers, workers, literary
ancestors, freedom fighters,
and revolutionaries. You’ll find
Thurgood Marshall in a poem
with Rachel Carson; Rilke with
Camus. No poet has captured
more vividly that place that Pavese
describes: the place that one ‘has it
in his blood beyond anyone else’s
understanding.’”—Toi Derricotte

Judith Vollmer’s sixth collection explores human voices and geographies,
stories and mysteries, and natural phenomena inside urban spaces. Her lyrical
narratives, character portraits, locational investigations, and choral fragments
often emerge from physical objects and from green and/or ruined cityscapes.
Vollmer’s home city, Pittsburgh, and its sister-locations within Italy and Poland
undergird her attention to orientation and perception at work in her poems’
acutely visual studies.
Featuring twenty-one new and fifty-seven selected poems from her earlier
volumes—The Apollonia Poems, also awarded the Four Lakes Prize; The Water
Books; Reactor; The Door Open to the Fire; and Level Green—The Sound Boat
reveals Vollmer’s devotion to examining place and space to uncover poetry
that touches emotions related to wandering physical and emotional realms:
some familial and deeply personal, some unknowable.
Old city, I’ve come East for your long day and endless night:
down in the street, between the turtle fountain and the iron head
the party shouts and sings, sweats and snakes, swells into a throb
or momentum of sound.
—Excerpt from “The Sound Boat”
JUDITH VOLLMER is the author of five previous collections.
Her writing has appeared in Poetry International, the Women’s
Review of Books, the Georgia Review, and elsewhere. She is a
professor emerita of English at the University of Pittsburgh–
Greensburg and teaches privately.

RECENT WINNERS OF THE FOUR L AKES PRIZE IN POE TRY
Fruit

House of Sparrows:
New and Selected Poems

Bruce Snider

Betsy Sholl

ISBN 978-0-299-32674-6
PAPER $16.95

House of
Sparrows
NEW AND SELECTED POEMS

Betsy Sholl
WINNER OF THE FOUR LAKES PRIZE IN POETRY
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ISBN 978-0-299-32304-2
PAPER $18.95

Abuela in Shadow, Abuela in Light
RIGOBERTO GONZÁLEZ
“Pain begets beauty in this poignant family reckoning.”—Publishers Weekly
Standing over two graves, Rigoberto González studies the names “Ramon”
and “María” under the family name “González.” “She was María Carrillo, not
María González,” he thinks. His grandmother is missing. So begins González’s
memoir, a journey to recover a more complete picture of his grandmother,
who raised him following his mother’s death.
González travels to his abuela’s birthplace, Michoacán, Mexico, and along
the way recovers his memories of a past he had tried to leave behind. A
complex woman who was forced to take on maternal roles and suffered years
of abuse, his grandmother simultaneously resisted traditional gender roles;
she was kind yet unaffectionate, and she kept many secrets in a crowded
household with little personal space. Sifting through family histories and
anecdotes, González pieces together the puzzling life story of a woman who
was present in her grandson’s life yet absent during his emotional journey as a
young man discovering his sexuality and planning his escape from a toxic and
abusive environment.
From fragments of memory and story, González ultimately creates a
portrait of an unconventional yet memorable grandmother, a hard-working
Indigenous Mexican woman who remained an enigma while she was alive.
A grandmother, he shows, is more than what her descendants remember;
she is also all that has been forgotten or never known. Through this candid
exploration of his own family, González explores how we learn to remember
and honor those we’ve lost.
RIGOBERTO GONZÁLEZ , distinguished professor of English
and director of the MFA program in creative writing at
Rutgers University-Newark, is the author of eighteen books
of poetry and prose. Recipient of the PEN/Voelcker Award,
the Bill Whitehead Lifetime Achievement Award, and
Lannan, Guggenheim, USA Rolón, and NEA fellowships, he
was the finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award for
a previous memoir, What Drowns the Flowers in Your Mouth.

MEMOIR
APRIL | LC: 2021038697 PS
192 PP. | 5.5 × 8.5
ISBN 978-0-299-33760-5 | PAPER | $22.95

Living Out: Gay and Lesbian Autobiographies
David Bergman, Joan Larkin, and Raphael
Kadushin, Founding Editors

“Medicine for readers who,
like González, have come out
of backgrounds froth with
intergenerational poverty,
domestic violence, and unspoken
sexual abuse. Now ‘middle-aged,’
González shows in his latest
memoir that recovery is possible
when one is willing to confront the
past, present, and even what may
come with honesty, compassion,
and without assigning blame,
especially to oneself.”—Ana Castillo,
author of Black Dove

ALSO BY RIGOBERTO GONZ ÁLE Z
What Drowns the Flowers in Your
Mouth: A Memoir of Brotherhood

ISBN 978-0-299-29254-6

A MEMOIR OF BROTHERHOOD

ISBN 978-0-299-31690-7

Rigoberto González
WHAT DROWNS THE
FLOWERS IN YOUR MOUTH

Autobiography of My Hungers

PAPER $17.50

CLOTH $24.95
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Now in paperback

Long Way Round
Through the Heartland by River
JOHN HILDEBRAND
A Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Holiday Gift Book Selection
“A fully absorbing, entertaining, insightful, deftly crafted, and thoughtprovoking read from cover to cover.”—Midwest Book Review
“Come along for the ride as Hildebrand meanders through the state,
with stories from his experience and his meditations on how waterways
are only one of the things that connect us.”—Madison Magazine
All rivers are connected. So begins John Hildebrand’s unforgettable journey
through America’s heartland in a small boat. Inspired by tales of a mythic
Round River, a circular stream where “what goes around comes around,” he
sets off to rediscover his home state of Wisconsin. He finds a place in the
midst of an identity crisis, torn by political divisions and the widening gulf
between city and countryside.
Cobbling rivers together, from the burly Mississippi to the slender wilds
of Tyler Forks, Hildebrand navigates the beautiful, complicated territory of
home, finding possibility around the next bend. He charts the improbable
oxbows and unsung heroes along the course of history, which is neither a
straight line nor inevitable.

TRAVEL
MAY | LC: 2019008122 F
272 PP. | 5.5 × 8.5 | 2 B/W ILLUS.
ISBN 978-0-299-32484-1 | PAPER | $18.95
CASEBOUND | 2019 | ISBN 978-0-299-32480-3

“One of Wisconsin’s finest nature
writers. . . . An enjoyable read.”
—Isthmus

“Much like a canoe trip with an
old friend, Long Way Round is an
enjoyable and worthwhile read.”

JOHN HILDEBRAND is the author of numerous books, including the awardwinning Mapping the Farm: The Chronicle of a Family and The Heart of Things:
A Midwestern Almanac. His essays have appeared in Harper’s, Audubon, and
Sports Illustrated. He teaches at the University of Wisconsin–Eau Claire.

—Booklist

“Provides an honest and
overdue missing link in our
collective narrative. . . . A must for
Wisconsinites.”—Library Journal
“An instant classic. John Hildebrand
is truly a master and nothing short
of a Wisconsin legend.”
—Nickolas Butler, author of Godspeed

OF REL ATED INTEREST
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Farm Girl: A Wisconsin Memoir

The Driftless Reader

Beuna Coburn Carlson

Edited by Curt Meine and Keefe Keeley

ISBN 978-0-299-32754-5

ISBN 978-0-299-31480-4

PAPER $21.95

CLOTH $26.95
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A Dog Lover’s Guide to Hiking
Wisconsin’s State Parks
DANIELLE ST. LOUIS
Remove the anxiety from hiking with your dog
“People who love their dogs and who love Wisconsin’s state parks will
love this book. It provides everything one could need for taking a dog
hiking, including evocative trail descriptions, practical tips for keeping
everyone safe and happy, and excellent advice on how to use the parks
in a respectful, sustainable way for the benefit of not only the parks but
their visitors, both four- and two-footed.”—Scott Spoolman, author of
Wisconsin State Parks

Danielle St. Louis and her energetic Labrador-border collie rescue dog,
Lucky, have hiked every Wisconsin state park together. While doing so,
they enjoyed the state’s rich natural beauty and the challenges that can
come from hiking with a canine companion. St. Louis documents it all in
this fun and thorough guide.
A Dog Lover’s Guide to Hiking Wisconsin’s State Parks divides Wisconsin
into five regions and further details specific trails, graded for dog reactivity
as well as the fitness level of human and canine alike. St. Louis also helpfully
notes the availability of nearby facilities such as bathrooms, water stations,
trash cans, designated dog swimming areas, and veterinarians. Truly one of
a kind, this book is a must-have for any Wisconsin dog lover looking to go
out into nature with their pup.

HIKING
APRIL | LC: 2021038678 SF
360 PP. | 5.5 × 8.5 | 18 B/W PHOTOS,
7 DRAWINGS, 21 MAPS
ISBN 978-0-299-33664-6 | PAPER | $19.95

DANIELLE ST. LOUIS is a hiker and dog lover from the
Midwest. She runs the popular adventure dog blog and
Instagram account WI State Park Dogs, which features
tips for hiking and favorite outdoor travels with Lucky the
adventure dog. She is a past winner of the Moth Story
Slam and has received professional writing scholarships
from Oklahoma State University.

OF REL ATED INTEREST
Climber’s Guide to Devil’s Lake
Third Edition

Crossing the Driftless: A Canoe Trip
through a Midwestern Landscape

Sven Olof Swartling and Pete Mayer

Lynne Diebel
Illustrated by Robert Diebel

ISBN 978-0-299-22854-5
PAPER $19.95

ISBN 978-0-299-30294-8
PAPER $19.95
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Now in paperback

Dairylandia
Dispatches from a State of Mind
STEVE HANNAH
F O R E WO R D BY M I C H A E L P E R RY

“A mix of only-in-Wisconsin humor and heart.”—Janesville Gazette
“In every essay Hannah introduces us to someone we wish we knew. . . .
Each also serves as a reminder that, if we slow down and get to know the
people around us, everyone has a story, a legacy in process, and a lesson
worth learning.”—Wisconsin People & Ideas
“This breezy read can be picked up and put down or started in the middle.
A perfect ‘popcorn’ book. . . . Stories that highlight the Midwest with its
individual quirks and its universality.”—Library Journal

TRAVEL | BIOGRAPHY
APRIL | LC: 2019017146 PN
264 PP. | 6 × 9 | 24 B/W ILLUS.
ISBN 978-0-299-32454-4 | PAPER | $18.95

CASEBOUND | 2019 | ISBN 978-0-299-32450-6

“One doesn’t have to be from
Wisconsin to enjoy this book. . . .
The reader finishes with good
feelings about Wisconsin and its
people, and, in fact, about the good
folks that inhabit the heartland
of our country. As he reminds us,
we don’t have to look far to find
interesting and decent people.”
—Burrowing into Books

Years ago, Steve Hannah’s chance detour through the Midwest cut short a
planned cross-country trip. He found himself ensconced in Wisconsin, which
he found breathtakingly beautiful, full of welcoming people, and distinctly
different from the East Coast, where he was born and raised. Hannah soon
realized he had found his new home.
Dairylandia recounts Hannah’s love for his adopted state through his longlived column, “State of Mind.” He profiles the lives of the seemingly ordinary
yet quite (and quietly) extraordinary people he befriended as he traveled
the main streets and back roads of Wisconsin. From Norwegian farmers to a
CIA-trained Laotian fighter to a woman who kept her favorite dead bird in the
freezer, Hannah was charmed and fascinated by the kind and authentic folks
he met. These captivating vignettes are by turns humorous, touching, and
inspiring.
STEVE HANNAH is a former managing editor of the
Milwaukee Journal and was a longtime CEO of The Onion.

OF REL ATED INTEREST
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Twelve Ways to Save Democracy
in Wisconsin

Cheese: The Making of a
Wisconsin Tradition

Matthew Rothschild

Jerry Apps

ISBN 978-0-299-33494-9

ISBN 978-0-299-32924-2

PAPER $21.95

PAPER $27.95
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Amphibians and Reptiles of Wisconsin
EDITED BY JOSHUA M. KAPFER AND DONALD J. BROWN
The lushly illustrated, definitive guide to the region’s herpetofauna
“This profusely illustrated compendium is a model for all state
and regional guides. A must for professional herpetologists and
conservationists and for anyone with an interest in the natural
world.”—Robert Powell, coauthor of the Peterson Field Guide to Reptiles and
Amphibians of Eastern and Central North America

Amphibians and reptiles represent an essential and interesting
component of Wisconsin’s wildlife. Eighteen species of amphibian and
thirty-six species of reptile occupy landscapes across the state. They live
in aquatic habitats that range from small streams to large lakes, and from
open prairies to mature forests on land. These species are vital members
of the biological communities in which they occur, acting as important
predators, prey, and competitors, while also providing a wide variety
of additional ecological functions. This comprehensive volume, by an
expert team of editors and contributors, consolidates the current state of
scientific knowledge, aims to expand public knowledge and appreciation
of Wisconsin’s natural legacy, and brings out the herpetologist in all of us.
This long-awaited, state-of-the-field synthesis also includes hundreds
of color photographs and illustrations, state-level and North American
range maps, dichotomous keys, and research and conservation anecdotes
that will entertain and inform even the most dedicated nature lover.
Amphibians and Reptiles of Wisconsin is set to become a lasting resource
and armchair companion for anyone in the Midwest interested in the
state’s natural history and amphibian and reptile fauna.

NATURE
AUGUST | LC: 2021041581 QL
1172 PP. | 8.5 × 11 | 110 MAPS, 434 COLOR ILLUS.
ISBN 978-0-299-33520-5 | CASEBOUND | $74.95

“The amount of information in this
book is almost overwhelming. Its
thoroughness and broad scope should
make it a desirable book for a wide
audience.”—Robert W. Henderson, Milwaukee
Public Museum

JOSHUA M. K APFER is a Certified Wildlife Biologist® and a professor in
the department of biological sciences at the University of Wisconsin–
Whitewater. DONALD J. BROWN is a Certified Wildlife Biologist® and a
research assistant professor of wildlife resources in the school of natural
resources at West Virginia University.

OF REL ATED INTEREST
The Geography of Wisconsin
John A. Cross and
Kazimierz J. Zaniewski
ISBN 978-0-299-33550-2
CASEBOUND $39.95 AT

Field Guide to Wisconsin Streams:
Plants, Fishes, Invertebrates,
Amphibians, and Reptiles
Michael A. Miller, Katie Songer,
and Ron Dolen
ISBN 978-0-299-29454-0
PAPER $29.95
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Now in paperback

Last Train to Auschwitz
The French National Railways and the Journey
to Accountability
SARAH FEDERMAN
How should corporations make amends in the aftermath of atrocity?
“An excellent, well-written, original contribution to a growing field of
business and human rights. Last Train to Auschwitz engagingly weaves
together victims’ narratives and historical and legal archives to provide
a compelling contribution to the study of corporate accountability and
transitional justice.”—Leigh Payne, University of Oxford
HISTORY
MAY | LC: 2020035409 HE
326 PP. | 6 × 9 | 15 B/W ILLUS., 7 TABLES
ISBN 978-0-299-33174-0 | PAPER | $24.95 S

CASEBOUND | 2021 | ISBN 978-0-299-33170-2

“A pathbreaking book on
Holocaust memory. Setting the
SNCF struggle with its past into a
transatlantic exchange, Federman
has written an integrated history
of an unfinished controversy
that has already lasted more
than thirty years. An important
work for understanding the role
of businesses in transitional
justice.”—Jean-Marc Dreyfus, University
of Manchester

“A tour de force that will deepen the reader’s understanding, not only
of wartime France and the Holocaust, but also of today’s possibilities for
recognizing and rectifying harm.”—Leslie Page Moch, Michigan State University
In the immediate decades after World War II, the French National Railways
(SNCF) was celebrated for its acts of wartime heroism. However, more
recent debates and litigation have revealed the ways the SNCF worked as an
accomplice to the Third Reich and was actively complicit in the deportation
of 75,000 Jews and other civilians to death camps. Sarah Federman delves
into the interconnected roles—perpetrator, victim, and hero—the company
assumed during the harrowing years of the Holocaust.
Grounded in history and case law, Last Train to Auschwitz traces the SNCF’s
journey toward accountability in France and the United States, culminating in
a multimillion-dollar settlement paid by the French government. The poignant
and informative testimonies of survivors illuminate the long-term effects of
the railroad’s impact on individuals, leading the company to make overdue
amends. In a time when corporations are increasingly granted the same
rights as people, Federman’s detailed account demonstrates the obligations
businesses have to atone for aiding and abetting governments in committing
atrocities, highlighting the necessity of corporate integrity.
SARAH FEDERMAN is an assistant professor of negotiation and conflict
management at the University of Baltimore and a Fulbright Specialist in
Peace and Conflict Resolution Studies.

OF REL ATED INTEREST
Philippine Sanctuary:
A Holocaust Odyssey
Bonnie M. Harris

THE WORLD OF

The World of Aufbau:
Hitler’s Refugees in America

H I T L E R’ S R E F U G E E S

Peter Schrag

AUFBAU
IN AMERICA

ISBN 978-0-299-32464-3

ISBN 978-0-299-32020-1

PAPER $24.95 S

CASEBOUND $39.95 AT

PETER SCHRAG
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Animals under the Swastika
J. W. MOHNHAUPT
T R A N S L AT E D BY J O H N R . J . E YC K

A compelling addition to our understanding of Nazi intellectual life
“The book triumphs with its detailed combination of pleasant-to-read
stories and well-researched historical facts. . . . [Mohnhaupt] highlights a
large, up-to-now overlooked facet of how deeply Nazi ideology penetrated
all areas of society.”—FALTER
Never before or since have animals played as significant a role in German
history as they did during the Third Reich. Potato beetles and silkworms
were used as weapons of war, pigs were used in propaganda, and dog
breeding served the Nazis as a model for their racial theories. Paradoxically,
some animals were put under special protection while some humans were
simultaneously declared unworthy of living. Ultimately, the ways in which
Nazis conceptualized and used animals—both literally and symbolically—
reveals much about their racist and bigoted attitudes toward other humans.
Drawing from diaries, journals, school textbooks, and printed propaganda,
J. W. Mohnhaupt tells these animals’ stories vividly and with an eye for
everyday detail, focusing each chapter on a different facet of Nazism by way
of a specific animal species: red deer, horses, cats, and more. Animals under the
Swastika illustrates the complicated, thought-provoking relationship between
Nazis and animals.
J.W. MOHNHAUPT is a journalist based in Magdeburg
and Vienna and the author of Der Zoo der Anderen
(The Zookeeper’s War). His work has appeared in Der Spiegel,
Die Zeit, and PM History, among others. JOHN R. J. EYCK is an
independent translator and scholar based in New York City.

HISTORY
AUGUST | LC: 2021049409 DD
248 PP. | 6 × 9
ISBN 978-0-299-33800-8 | CASEBOUND | $26.95

Praise for the German edition
(Tiere im Nationalsozialismus):

“By zooming in on man and his
relationship to animals, the book
avoids belittlement; it in no way
moves the atrocities of the Nazis to
the background. Just the opposite:
with each chapter, the reader
becomes a witness. . . . Rarely has a
book on animals been more political,
rarely has racial fanaticism in such
detail been more noticeable.”—Die Zeit
“Informative and descriptive and
never lurid. . . . Worth the read.
With every animal he mentions—
be it a louse, dog, cat, pig, horse,
or deer—Mohnhaupt makes the
Nazi ideology clear.”—Spektrum der
Wissenschaft

OF REL ATED INTEREST

Unlearning
Eugenics

Unlearning Eugenics: Sexuality,
Reproduction, and Disability in
Post-Nazi Europe

The Crisis of German Ideology:
Intellectual Origins of the
Third Reich

Dagmar Herzog

George L. Mosse

ISBN 978-0-299-31924-3

ISBN 978-0-299-33204-4

PAPER $17.95 AT

PAPER $21.95 S

HERZOG
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Making Hollywood Happen
The Story of Film Finances
CHARLES DRAZIN
The business behind the movie business
“Reveals a whole new facet of the history of independent film financing.
Case studies of such iconic independent films as The African Queen (1951),
Tom Jones (1963), Cabaret (1972), Terminator (1984), and The Crying Game
(1992) are the book’s greatest strength.”—Tino Balio, author of The Foreign Film
Renaissance on American Screens, 1946–1973

FILM
MAY | LC: 2021041566 PN
248 PP. | 6 × 9 | 18 COLOR AND 86 B/W ILLUS.
ISBN 978-0-299-33700-1 | CLOTH | $34.95

Wisconsin Film Studies
Patrick McGilligan, Series Editor

“Through a painstaking
examination of the corporate
records of Film Finances, a leading
motion picture finance company,
Making Hollywood Happen achieves
something very few books do:
retell in a highly engaging manner
the well-known history of American
and British film production of
the past seventy years from a
completely novel perspective.”
—Yannis Tzioumakis, author of Acting Indie:
Industry, Aesthetics and Performance

Filmmaking is a business—someone has to pay the bills. For much of the
industry’s history, that role was shouldered by the studios. The rise of
independent filmmakers then led to the rise of independent financiers.
But what happens if bad weather closes down a production or a director’s
vision pays no heed to the limitations of time and money?
Enter Film Finances. The company was founded in London in 1950 to
insure against the risk that a film would exceed its original budget or not
be completed on time. Its pioneering development of the “completion
guarantee”—the financial instrument that provides the essential security for
investors to support independent filmmaking—ultimately led to the creation
of many thousands of films, including some of the most celebrated ever made:
Moulin Rouge (1953), Dr. No (1962), The Outsiders (1982), Pulp Fiction (1994),
Slumdog Millionaire (2008), La La Land (2016), and more.
Film Finances’s role in filmmaking was little known outside the industry
until 2012, when it opened its historical archive to scholars. Drawing on these
previously private documents as well as interviews with its executives, Making
Hollywood Happen tells the company’s story through seven decades of postwar
cinema history and goes to the heart of how the movie business works.
is an archival consultant for Film Finances
Ltd. He previously taught at Queen Mary, University of
London, and has published several books on film history,
including In Search of The Third Man, Korda: Britain’s Only Movie
Mogul, and The Faber Book of French Cinema.
CHARLES DRAZIN

OF REL ATED INTEREST
The Film Music of John Williams:
Reviving Hollywood’s Classical Style
Second Edition
Emilio Audissino

PAPER $34.95

PAPER $24.95
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Brian Neve
ISBN 978-0-299-30374-7

ISBN 978-0-299-33234-1
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The Many Lives of Cy Endfield:
Film Noir, the Blacklist, and Zulu
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French Film History, 1895–1946
RICHARD NEUPERT
Volume 1 of a new monumental history
“A deeply researched and compelling history of the first five decades of
French cinema. Neupert freshens our understanding of iconic films and
directors, while also unearthing new discoveries. French Film History
reveals French cinema’s national specificity as well as its global circulation
and influence.”—Kelley Conway, University of Wisconsin–Madison
French Film History, 1895–1946 addresses the creative and often unexpected
trajectory of one of the most provocative and engaging cinemas in the
world. Tracing French film and its developments from the earliest days, when
France dominated world cinema, up through the Occupation and Liberation,
Neupert outlines major players and films that made it so influential. Paris
held a privileged position as one of the world’s hubs of scientific, social, and
cultural experimentation; it is no wonder that the cinema as we know it was
born there in the nineteenth century. This book presents French cinema’s
most significant creative filmmakers and movies but also details the intricate
relations between technology, economics, and government that helped
shape the unique conditions for cinematic experimentation in the country.
Neupert explains the contexts behind the rise of cinema in France,
including groundbreaking work by the Lumière family, Georges Méliès, and
Alice Guy; the powerhouse studios of Pathé and Gaumont; directors such as
René Clair, Germaine Dulac, Marcel Pagnol, and Jean Renoir; and an array of
stars, including Max Linder, Jean Gabin, Josephine Baker, and Michèle Morgan.
The first fifty years of French film practice established cinema’s cultural and
artistic potential, setting the stage for the global post–World War II explosion
in commercial movies and art cinema alike. French film and its rich history
remain at the heart of cinematic storytelling and our moviegoing pleasure.

FILM
JUNE | LC: 2021041542 PN
416 PP. | 6 × 9 | 118 B/W, 10 COLOR ILLUS.
ISBN 978-0-299-33770-4 | CASEBOUND | $42.95 AT

Wisconsin Film Studies
Patrick McGilligan, Series Editor

RICHARD NEUPERT is the Charles H. Wheatley Professor of
the Arts in the Department of Theatre and Film Studies at
the University of Georgia. He is the author of A History of the
French New Wave Cinema, French Animation History, and, most
recently, John Lasseter.

ALSO BY RICHARD NEUPERT
A History of the French New Wave Cinema
Second Edition
ISBN 978-0-299-21704-4
PAPER $26.95 AT
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Peoplehood in the Nordic World
OVE KORSGAARD
How “the people” transformed from dependent subjects to
self-governing citizens

HISTORY
AUGUST
120 PP. | 5.5 × 8.5
ISBN 978-0-299-33904-3 | PAPER | $16.95 AT

The Nordic World
Copublished with Aarhus University Press

What do we mean when we say “the people”? The concept did not carry the
contemporary meaning of a group of individuals with governing influence
and political will until after the invention of democracy and the nation-state.
Previously, in the Nordic context, the word people (folk) was associated not
with a sovereign nation but rather with home and family. Subjects were only
understood in relation to the heads of household (elders and patriarchs),
state (kings and lords), and the Christian church.
The term remains a battlefield of mixed or even opposing interests and has
developed at least three different meanings: a political unit (demos), a cultural
entity (ethnos), and a social multitude (pléthos). As perceptions of political
affinity and society change over time, “the people” will doubtless continue to
adopt and adapt its meanings, with ramifications for both personal and group
identity.
Modern historian Ove Korsgaard focuses on the crucial struggles over who
has (or has not) belonged to the people in the past 175 years and looks at
its implications for state- and nation-building in Denmark and other Nordic
countries.
OVE KORSGAARD is a professor emeritus in the Department
of Education at Aarhus University. He is regarded as one of
the most important interpreters of Denmark’s history, and his
many publications include The Struggle for the People.

ALSO IN THE SERIES
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Economic Performance
in the Nordic World

Children’s Literature
in the Nordic World

Torben M. Andersen

Charlotte Appel and Nina Christensen

ISBN 978-0-299-33394-2

ISBN 978-0-299-33634-9

PAPER $16.95 AT

PAPER $16.95 AT
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Urban Planning in the Nordic World
ELLEN BRAAE
The rise—and fall—of the Nordic model in cities
Urban planning is a keystone in the materialization of the Nordic welfare
states. That is not to say that there is one particular city form or planning
practice that is synonymous with the emerging welfare city, as welfare per
se is far from normative. On the contrary, welfare is a highly ambiguous and
contested notion that has changed over the postwar decades, which is also
reflected in the development of the welfare city.
However, welfare in urban planning has mainly been associated with
ideas of “the good life” and egalitarianism. In a Nordic context, the state has
taken the lead in providing the social engineering “hardware” for advancing
this universal aim. Social demographic welfare is economically based on
full employment, and in this regard housing and caregiving support are key
components. Yet education, infrastructure, and leisure facilities are also basic
features in the distribution of universal welfare services for citizens’ entire
lives. The results, ideally, are green and spacious welfare cities.
This book outlines the origins, development, challenges, and lived realities
of the changing welfare city, focusing primarily on Denmark. Strategies have
changed over the decades as models of development have shifted and as
the needs of society and a warming planet have come into focus. The current
welfare city can be described as an urban landscape characterized by, on the
one hand, a division of functions and, on the other, mutual competition.
The role of the state has been minimized, turning municipalities into the new
major agents in attracting taxpayers and providing goods—both by means of
urban planning.

URBAN PLANNING
AUGUST
120 PP. | 5.5 × 8.5
ISBN 978-0-299-33894-7 | PAPER | $16.95 AT

The Nordic World
Copublished with Aarhus University Press

ELLEN BRAAE is a professor of architecture at the University
of Copenhagen, where she also works as the head of the
Landscape Architecture and Planning research group at
the Department of Geosciences and Natural Resource
Management. She is additionally a member of the
Danish Independent Research Council for Culture and
Communication.

ALSO IN THE SERIES
Equality in the Nordic World

Happiness in the Nordic World

Carsten Jensen

Christian Bjørnskov

ISBN 978-0-299-33414-7

ISBN 978-0-299-33404-8

PAPER $16.95 AT

PAPER $16.95 AT
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Now in paperback

Teaching U.S. History through Sports
EDITED BY BRAD AUSTIN AND PAMELA GRUNDY
Helps teachers bring the drama and insights of sports into their
U.S. history classes
“General readers and educators will find much to spark their imaginations
in this thoughtful work, from lists of resources to ways of connecting
athletic history to larger social and cultural issues.”—Library Journal
“This volume, stuffed with insightful scholarship and thoughtful
suggestions for teaching, will be invaluable for anyone interested in
bringing sports into the classroom. I’ll certainly be using it!”—Katherine
Mooney, Florida State University

HISTORY
JULY | LC: 2018046044 GV
360 PP. | 6 × 9 | 17 B/W ILLUS.
ISBN 978-0-299-32124-X | PAPER | $24.95 AT
CASEBOUND | 2019 | ISBN 978-0-299-32120-8

“A highly readable and effective
introduction to the use of sports
history as a means of engaging
and motivating students. This
collection of original essays
provides the classroom teacher
with a wide range of examples
of how to connect with today’s
students. For teachers seeking
to infuse their classroom with
meaningful and significant
material, this book is just the
ticket.”—Richard Davies, University
of Nevada–Reno

Few areas of study offer more insight into American culture than competitive
sports. The games played throughout this nation’s history dramatically
illuminate social, economic, and cultural developments, from the balance of
power in world affairs to changing conceptions of race, gender, and sexuality.
Teaching U.S. History through Sports provides strategies for incorporating
sports into any U.S. history curriculum. Drawing upon their own classroom
experiences, the authors suggest creative ways to use sports as a lens to
examine a broad range of subjects, including Puritan culture, the rise of Jim
Crow, the Cold War, the civil rights movement, and the women’s movement.
Essays focus on the experiences of African American women, working-class
southerners, Latinos, and members of LGBTQ communities, as well as exploring
such topics as the controversy over Native American mascots and the
globalization of U.S. sports.
is a professor of history and a secondary education coordinator
at Salem State University. He has run dozens of professional development
seminars and institutes for K–12 teachers and is the author of Democratic
Sports: Men’s and Women’s College Sports during the Depression.
PAMELA GRUNDY is an independent scholar and the author of several
books on sports history, including Learning to Win: Sports, Education,
and Social Change in Twentieth-Century North Carolina.
BRAD AUSTIN

OF REL ATED INTEREST
Understanding and Teaching U.S. Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender History
Second Edition
Edited by Leila J. Rupp and Susan K. Freeman

Edited by Bethany Jay and
Cynthia Lynn Lyerly

ISBN 978-0-299-31304-3

ISBN 978-0-299-30664-9
PAPER $34.95 AT

PAPER $29.95 AT
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Understanding and Teaching
American Slavery
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Understanding and Teaching
Native American History
EDITED BY KRISTOFER RAY AND BRADY DESANTI
Cutting-edge approaches to teaching the Indigenous experience
Understanding and Teaching Native American History is a timely and urgently
needed remedy to a long-standing gap in history instruction. While the past
three decades have seen burgeoning scholarship in Indigenous studies,
comparatively little of that has trickled into classrooms. This volume is
designed to help teachers effectively integrate Indigenous history and culture
into their lessons, providing richly researched content and resources across
the chronological and geographical landscape of what is now known as North
America.
Despite the availability of new scholarship, many teachers struggle with
contextualizing Indigenous history and experience. Native peoples frequently
find themselves relegated to historical descriptions, merely a foil to the
European settlers who are the protagonists in the dominant North American
narrative. This book offers a way forward, an alternative framing of the story
that highlights the ongoing integral role of Native peoples via broad coverage
in a variety of topics, including the historical, political, and cultural.
With its scope and clarity of vision, suggestions for navigating sensitive
topics, and a multitude of innovative approaches authored by contributors
from multidisciplinary backgrounds, Understanding and Teaching Native
American History is a groundbreaking source for both beginning and veteran
instructors.
KRISTOFER RAY is an Honorary Fellow at the Wilberforce Institute for the
Study of Slavery and Emancipation, University of Hull. In addition to several
book chapters, edited volumes, and journal articles, he is the author of Middle
Tennessee, 1775–1825 and the forthcoming Cherokees, Europeans, and Empire in
the Trans-Appalachian West, 1670–1774. BRADY DESANTI (Lac Courte Oreilles
Ojibwe) is the director of Native American studies and an associate professor
of religious studies at the University of Nebraska at Omaha. His research
focuses on Native American history and religious traditions.

HISTORY
AUGUST | LC: 2021055211 E
272 PP. | 6 × 9 | 1 TABLE, 4 B/W ILLUS.
ISBN 978-0-299-33850-3 | CASEBOUND | $39.95 AT

The Harvey Goldberg Series for
Understanding and Teaching History
John Day Tully, Matthew Masur,
and Brad Austin, Series Editors

“This impressive volume from
noted experts includes a variety of
essays all suited to inform the
teaching of Native and American
histories. From broad concepts to
helpful, concrete suggestions,
these essays make it easier for
everyone to engage with
Indigenous history.”—Malinda Maynor
Lowery, Emory University

ALSO IN THE SERIES
Understanding and Teaching
the Holocaust

Understanding and Teaching
the Modern Middle East

Edited by Laura Hilton and Avinoam Patt

Edited by Omnia El Shakry

ISBN 978-0-299-32860-3

ISBN 978-0-299-32760-6

CASEBOUND $34.95 AT

CASEBOUND $39.95 AT
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Culture Work
Folklore for the Public Good
EDITED BY TIM FRANDY AND B. MARCUS CEDERSTRÖM
A distinct and new vision of public folklore work
“A timely and much-needed resource for those inside and outside
academia, Culture Work provides a powerful overview of the value of
public folklore and humanities across private and institutional sectors
while raising issues associated with cultural work in a politically and
socially stratified country.”—Lisa Gilman, George Mason University

FOLKLORE
JULY | LC: 2021054502 GR
440 PP. | 7 × 10 | 35 B/W ILLUS.
ISBN 978-0-299-33820-6 | CASEBOUND | $44.95 AT

Contributors: Carmen Beaudoin
Bombardier, B. Marcus Cederström,
Kim Chase, Colin Gioia Connors,
Rhonda R. Dass, Robert Desrosiers,
Thomas A. DuBois, David Olawuyi
Fakunle, Tim Frandy, Christine
Garlough, Nathan D. Gibson, Janet
C. Gilmore, Jennifer Gipson, Bucky
Halker, Lisa L. Higgins, Mirva Johnson,
Rebecca J. Keyel, Andy Kolovos, James
P. Leary, Hilary Morgan V. Leathem,
Yvonne R. Lockwood, Mark L. Louden,
Richard March, Diana Baird N’Diaye,
Lisa Ornstein, Anne Pryor, Troy Reeves,
Anna Rue, Joseph Salmons, Nicole
Saylor, Cheryl T. Schiele, Claire Schmidt,
Jared L. Schmidt, Guha Shankar,
Sallie Anna Steiner, Robert T. Teske,
Mary Twining Baird, Terri Van Orman,
Hilary-Joy Virtanen, Ayako Yoshimura,
Jamie Yuenger

The work folklorists do on the ground and in communities can make a
concrete difference in quality of life. While the field is not immune to
extractive, racist, colonial, heteronormative, and misogynistic practices, it can
counter and combat these same forces in society. Culture Work presents case
studies of public-oriented work that define the Wisconsin Idea of folklore in
all its complexities, challenges, and potentialities. This Wisconsin method
focuses on doing folklore work of the community, for the community, and
with the community, and explores the vast numbers of creative possibilities
that such processes and products entail for culture workers. Thematically
arranged chapters represent interconnected aspects of culture work, from
amplifying local voices to galvanizing community from within to reflecting
on how we might use folklore to build the world we want to live in. Together,
the collection presents a cross-section of the many innovative and essential
culture works occurring today in the field of folklore and the humanities more
generally. These inventive projects provide concrete examples and accessible
theory grounded in practice, encourage readers to embark on their own
public culture work, and create new forward-looking inspiration
for community leaders and scholars in the field.
TIM FRANDY is an assistant professor of folk studies at Western Kentucky
University and the editor and translator of Inari Sámi Folklore: Stories from
Aanaar. B. MARCUS CEDERSTRÖM is the community curator of Nordic
American folklore in the Department of German, Nordic, and Slavic+ at the
University of Wisconsin–Madison. He is the coeditor and translator, with
Thomas A. DuBois, of Songs of the Finnish Migration: A Bilingual Anthology.

OF REL ATED INTEREST
Education for Democracy:
Renewing the Wisconsin Idea

Songs of the Finnish Migration:
A Bilingual Anthology

Edited by Chad Alan Goldberg

Simo Westerholm
Translated with additional notes by
Thomas A. DuBois and B. Marcus
Cederström

ISBN 978-0-299-32890-0
CASEBOUND $44.95 AT

ISBN 978-0-299-32714-9
PAPER $29.95
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The Making of an Antifascist
Nordahl Grieg between the World Wars
DEAN KROUK
A poet, a myth, and an enigma
“Krouk displays an impressive knowledge of world affairs and is capable
of painting a rich, yet clear background concerning Grieg’s actions,
reflections, and publications.”—Monika Žagar, University of Minnesota
A young imperialist adventurer turned hero of the anti-Nazi resistance,
Norwegian journalist, poet, and playwright Nordahl Grieg has become more
of a national legend than a real person since his death as a war reporter
in Berlin in 1943. A look into Grieg’s intellectual development during the
dynamic interwar period sheds light on the political and cultural ideologies
that competed in a turbulent Europe. Often portrayed with an emphasis
on his humanist and pacifist positions, this antifascist figure becomes more
complex in his writings, which reveal shifting allegiances, including an
unsavory period as a rigid Stalinist.
In this comprehensive and accessible book, Dean Krouk examines a
significant public figure in Scandinavian literature and a critical period in
modern European history through original readings of the political, ethical,
and gender issues in Grieg’s works. This volume offers a first-rate analysis
of the interwar period’s political and cultural agendas in Scandinavia and
Europe leading to the Second World War by examining the rise of fascism,
communism, and antifascism. Grieg’s poetry found renewed resonance in
Norway following the 2011 far-right domestic terrorist attacks, making insight
into his contradictory ideas more crucial than ever. Krouk’s presentation of
Grieg’s unexpected ideological tensions will be thought-provoking for many
readers in the United States and elsewhere.

SCANDINAVIAN STUDIES
MAY | LC: 2021041570 PT
224 PP. | 6 × 9 | 6 B/W ILLUS.
ISBN 978-0-299-33650-9 | CASEBOUND | $79.95 S

“Krouk’s book both nuances
and explains Grieg’s position, by
interpreting how he deals with the
political and historical situation he
needs to confront. Simultaneously,
Krouk manages to bring out
the difficulties of an intellectual
person, when facing extreme
ideological conflicts such as they
developed during the wars.”
—Christine Hamm, University of Bergen

DEAN KROUK is an associate professor of Scandinavian
studies at the University of Wisconsin–Madison. He is the
author of Fascism and Modernist Literature in Norway and has
published many articles about modern and contemporary
Norwegian literature.

OF REL ATED INTEREST
Migration and Multiculturalism
in Scandinavia

Inari Sámi Folklore: Stories
from Aanaar

Edited by Eric Einhorn, Sherrill
Harbison, and Markus Huss

August V. Koskimies and Toivo I.
Itkonen, revised by Lea Laitinen
Edited and translated by Tim Frandy

ISBN 978-0-299-33480-2
CASEBOUND $84.95 S

ISBN 978-0-299-31904-5
PAPER $22.95 S
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Now in paperback

Dancing Spirit, Love, and War
Performing the Translocal Realities of Contemporary Fiji
EVADNE KELLY
Examining Fijian identity and expression through traditional dance
“Kelly’s research into meke explores shifting identities of Fijians through
time and space. A gift of loloma (love) for the Fijian people, this landmark
study is layered, self-reflective, and ultimately a rare gem of scholarship
that integrates intellectual and emotional intelligence. My life has been
enriched because I read it.”—Vilsoni Hereniko, University of Hawai‘i

PERFORMING ARTS
JUNE | LC: 2018046895 GV
256 PP. | 6 × 9 | 22 B/W ILLUS., 2 MAPS
ISBN 978-0-299-32204-5 | PAPER | $26.95 S
CASEBOUND | 2019 | ISBN 978-0-299-32200-7

Studies in Dance History
Published under the auspices of
the Dance Studies Association

“Skillfully theorized and
graciously written, Dancing
Spirit, Love, and War explores the
multifarious makings, unmakings,
and remakings of meke, both
in Fiji and across the Pacific to
Canada. This is an evocative and
complicated study, critical of the
power relations it analyzes yet
tempered productively by the
family ties that at moments cut
across and between them.”

Meke, a traditional rhythmic dance accompanied by singing, signifies an
important piece of identity for Fijians. Despite its complicated history of
colonialism, racism, censorship, and religious conflict, meke remains a vital
part of artistic expression and culture. Evadne Kelly offers close readings of
the dance in relation to an evolving landscape, following the postcolonial
reclamation that provided dancers with political agency and a strong
sense of community that connected and fractured Fijians worldwide.
Through extensive archival and ethnographic fieldwork in both Fiji
and Canada, Kelly offers key insights into an underrepresented dance form,
region, and culture. Her perceptive analysis is of interest to scholars of dance
studies, postcolonial and Indigenous studies, anthropology and performance
ethnography, and Pacific Island studies.
EVADNE KELLY is an independent artist-scholar whose research focuses
on the political and social dimensions of dance traditions. Her publications
have appeared in Pacific Arts Journal, the Dance Current, Performance Matters,
and Fiji Times.

—Sally Ann Ness, University of
California, Riverside

ALSO IN THE SERIES
Contemporary Directions in Asian
American Dance

D R A M AT U R G Y
IN MOTION
AT WORK ON DANCE AND

Dramaturgy in Motion: At Work on
Dance and Movement Performance

MOVEMENT PERFORMANCE

Yutian Wong

CONTEMPORARY DIRECTIONS

ASIAN
AMERICAN
IN

Edited by Yutian Wong

Katherine Profeta

ISBN 978-0-299-30874-2

ISBN 978-0-299-30594-9

PAPER $18.95 AT

PAPER $26.95 AT
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The Befana Is Returning
The Story of a Tuscan Festival
STEVE SIPORIN
The wonder, joy, and connection of participating in and performing traditions
“Siporin’s delightful, thoroughly researched book transports us to the
Tuscan countryside to reveal the mysterious Befana’s story. From her roots
as a pre-Roman goddess, to her pop cultural presence today, the Befana is
at heart about the light of community, connection, and conviviality in the
darkness of a winter’s night.”—Sabina Magliocco, University of British Columbia
On the night of January 5, in certain areas of southern Tuscany, a costumed,
singing troupe of characters visits residents’ homes, expecting to be fed and
feted in a folk custom that has recurred in the region for centuries. This is the
Befanata, a mumming tradition centered in Tuscany, whose main character—
the Befana—is a kindly old woman or grandmotherly witch who delivers toys,
candies, and gifts. Part of the Christmas season, the Befana is familiar in some
form in much of Italy, but very little has been written about her, despite
sustained interest in European mumming traditions in general.
The Pitigliano Befanata is distinct in its emphasis on song and strong in
its richly symbolic use of food, which is not only consumed at each home but
is also carried away as a gift. The characters who make up the squad are unique
to the Italian practice. They always include the Befana and her husband,
the Befano, but other members of the befanotti vary from place to place over
time. Siporin combines fieldwork and archival evidence to introduce the
Befanata and its historical and social contexts: what it is, what it means, and
how it feels. The Befana Is Returning is a deeply researched, deftly insightful
presentation of this living tradition that adds a large missing piece to the array
of contemporary ethnographic scholarship on mumming.

FOLKLORE
JUNE | LC: 2021046886 GT
336 PP. | 6 × 9 | 25 B/W ILLUS., 3 MAPS
ISBN 978-0-299-33730-8 | CASEBOUND | $79.95 S

“Siporin’s insightful analysis of this
centuries-old mumming tradition
helps us understand human
connection to the yearly cycle,
family and community structures,
the ravages of early modern
period hunger and poverty, and
the fragility of folk tradition in
the twenty-first century.”—Jennifer
Eastman Attebery, Idaho State University

is professor emeritus in English and history (folklore) at Utah
State University, where he also served as the director of the folklore program and
coordinator for public folklore studies. He is the author, coeditor, and translator
of several books, most recently Stories of Jewish Life: Casale Monferato-RomeJerusalem, 1876–1985 by Augusto Sergre.
STEVE SIPORIN

OF REL ATED INTEREST
Collecting Music in the Aran
Islands: A Century of History
and Practice

The Paradox of Authenticity:
Folklore Performance in PostCommunist Slovakia

Deirdre Ní Chonghaile

Joseph Grim Feinberg

ISBN 978-0-299-33240-2

ISBN 978-0-299-31660-0

CASEBOUND $79.95 S

CASEBOUND $69.95 S
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Now in paperback

Rise of the Brao
Ethnic Minorities in Northeastern Cambodia during
Vietnamese Occupation
IAN G. BAIRD
Unexpected history of the groups who benefited from opposing an
oppressive regime
“A gripping account. . . . Books like Rise of the Brao do not come along all
that often. It is unique in the level of detail and insight it provides into a
long-overlooked dimension of one of the twentieth century’s most
significant conflicts. It raises important questions about the roles played
by the region’s ethnic minorities in these struggles. And it answers many of
those questions in detail through a fine-grained account made possible by
years of painstaking research.”—Jonathan Padwe, Journal of Asian Studies

HISTORY
AUGUST | LC: 2019014806 DS
392 PP. | 6 × 9 | 22 B/W PHOTOS, 4 MAPS
ISBN 978-0-299-32614-2 | PAPER | $26.95 S
CASEBOUND | 2019 | ISBN 978-0-299-32610-4

New Perspectives in Southeast Asian Studies
Alfred W. McCoy, Ian G. Baird, Katherine A.
Bowie, and Anne Ruth Hansen, Series Editors

“A fine-grained regional history
of the northeastern provinces of
Cambodia, in particular Ratanakiri,
during the Khmer Rouge and
People’s Republic of Kampuchea
periods. The book will contribute
to a better understanding of the
history of Cambodia and the
region, and especially the varying
and diverse roles of ethnic
minorities within larger historical
frameworks.”—Oscar Salemink,

By the early 1970s, the Khmer Rouge had become suspicious of the
Vietnamese and began to persecute some Cambodian ethnic minorities,
including the Brao Amba in the northeast. Many fled east and north to
Vietnam and Laos as political refugees. Later, some participated in efforts to
depose the Khmer Rouge. Trusted by the Vietnamese, the Brao were installed
in positions of great authority in the new government only to gradually lose
their influence as Vietnam withdrew from Cambodia in 1989.
In this compelling volume, Ian G. Baird reveals an unexpected dimension
of this troubled past. Based on in-depth interviews and detailed research, he
documents this golden age of the Brao, amplifying and including the voices
of those who are too frequently omitted from official records. Rise of the Brao
challenges scholars to look beyond the prevailing historical narratives to
consider the nuanced perspectives of peripheral or marginal regions.
IAN G. BAIRD is a professor in the Department of Geography at the
University of Wisconsin–Madison. He is the author of Dipterocarpus
Wood Resin Tenure, Management and Trade: Practices of the Brao in
Northeast Cambodia and the coauthor of People, Livelihoods, and
Development in the Xekong River Basin, Laos.

University of Copenhagen

ALSO IN THE SERIES
Repossessing Shanland: Myanmar,
Thailand, and a Nation-State
Deferred
Jane M. Ferguson

CASEBOUND $79.95 S

CASEBOUND $79.95 S
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Dynastic Democracy
Political Families in Thailand
YOSHINORI NISHIZAKI
It’s not simply a struggle against dictatorship—elite families make and
unmake dynastic democracy
“Nishizaki is one of the keenest analysts of Thai politics working today,
and Dynastic Democracy just reinforces that opinion. This is a welcome
addition to a growing political science and sociology literature on the causes
and consequences of political dynasties.”—Allen Hicken, University of Michigan
The political history of Thailand since the overthrow of absolute monarchy in
1932 has conventionally been interpreted as a long series of popular struggles
for representative democracy and against military authoritarian rule. Yoshinori
Nishizaki argues that this history can be better understood as one of struggles
by elite political families for and against “dynastic democracy”—a form of
democracy that is characterized by the patrimonial transmission of power
between members of select ruling families. Dynastic Democracy suggests it is
these familial-based contestations for political ascendancy that underlie the
tumultuous politics of Thailand, a country that has experienced no fewer than
twenty-two coups over the course of the past century.
Drawing extensively on Thai-language primary sources, Nishizaki traces
the intricate blood and marriage connections among Thailand’s political
families. These families may fall into two categories: influential commoner
families that have held parliamentary seats since 1932 and form the core of
Thailand’s dynastic democracy; and upper-class families that are kin to or
aligned ideologically with the royal family and have repeatedly challenged
dynastic democracy through coups, constitutional changes, and other political
maneuvers. Dynastic Democracy fleshes out a widely acknowledged yet
heretofore empirically unsubstantiated facet of Thai political history—that in
Thai politics, family matters.

SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDIES
AUGUST | LC: 2021053055 DS
304 PP. | 6 × 9 | 44 B/W ILLUS., 7 TABLES
ISBN 978-0-299-33830-5 | CASEBOUND | $79.95 S

New Perspectives in Southeast Asian Studies
Alfred W. McCoy, Ian G. Baird, Katherine A.
Bowie, and Anne Ruth Hansen, Series Editors

“This thoroughly researched
revisionist study ranging from the
1930s to the present day will be a
work of reference for those
interested in Thai politics and
political networks for a long time
to come.”—Chris Baker, coauthor of
A History of Thailand

YOSHINORI NISHIZAKI is an associate professor in the
Department of Southeast Asian Studies at the National
University of Singapore (NUS). He is the author of Political
Authority and Provincial Identity in Thailand.

ALSO IN THE SERIES
Eliciting Care: Health and Power in
Northern Thailand

Royal Capitalism: Wealth, Class,
and Monarchy in Thailand

Bo Kyeong Seo

Puangchon Unchanam

ISBN 978-0-299-32690-6

ISBN 978-0-299-32604-3

CASEBOUND $74.95 S
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Burning Ambition
Education, Arson, and Learning Justice in Kenya
ELIZABETH COOPER
Why do students set their schools on fire?
“Cooper makes a valuable contribution to the existing literature, extending
discussions of Kenyan political culture and moral economic relations into new
and valuable spaces. The author convincingly helps us understand the active
role that Kenyan youths take in forms of resistance. The voices of the students
and the anecdotes illustrate the ways that their experiences are typical within
this system and the inclusion of Kenyan intellectual perspectives helps us see
how these issues are understood and debated within Kenya. This fine book
presents rich ethnographic material that is expertly situated at an important
theoretical juncture.”—Megan A. Styles, University of Illinois Springfield

ANTHROPOLOGY
JULY | LC: 2021041588 LB
232 PP. | 6 × 9 | 8 B/W ILLUS., 1 TABLE
ISBN 978-0-299-33790-2 | CASEBOUND | $79.95 S

“A riveting tale of the connection
between arson and justice by
Kenyan secondary school students.
An important tale for our time.”
—Kenda Mutongi, author of Matatu: A
History of Popular Transportation in Nairobi

Burning Ambition explores how young people learn to understand and influence
the workings of power and justice in their society. Since 2008, hundreds of
secondary schools across Kenya have been targeted with fire by their students.
Through an in-depth study of Kenyan secondary students’ use of arson, Elizabeth
Cooper asks why. With insightful ethnographic analysis, she shows that these
young students deploy arson as moral punishment for perceived injustices and
arson proves an effective tactic in their politics from below.
Drawing from years of research and a rich array of sources, Cooper accounts
for how school fires stoke a national conversation about the limited means for
ordinary Kenyans, and especially youth, to peacefully influence the governance
of their own lives. Further, Cooper argues that Kenyan students’ actions
challenge the existing complacency with the globalized agenda of “education
for all,” demonstrating that submissive despondency is not the only possible
response to the failed promises of education to transform material and social
inequalities.
ELIZABETH COOPER is an assistant professor in the School for
International Studies at Simon Fraser University and a social
anthropologist who conducts research concerning children and
youth, inequality, and violence, with a primary focus on Kenya.

OF REL ATED INTEREST
Spirit Children: Illness, Poverty, and
Infanticide in Northern Ghana

Mau Mau’s Children: The Making of
Kenya’s Postcolonial Elite

Aaron R. Denham

David P. Sandgren
Foreword by Thomas Spear

ISBN 978-0-299-31124-7
PAPER $19.95 S

ISBN 978-0-299-28784-9
PAPER $26.95 S
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Entrepreneurial Goals
Development and Africapitalism in
Ghanaian Soccer Academies
ITAMAR DUBINSKY
Scoring a goal with Africapitalism in Ghana
“A valuable contribution to the study of African football academies,
their economic and educational viability, and their sustainability.
Entrepreneurial Goals is also a lively narration of the friction between
Africapitalism, development, and the broader economic and social
realities of Ghana and Africa in general.”—Gerard Akindes, University of Salford
The idea that the African private sector will generate economic prosperity
and social wealth—an objective many governments and foreign charitable
organizations have failed to achieve—continues to attract attention in
business and policy circles. Yet little research has actually been conducted on
Africapitalist endeavors. With the immense popularity of sports and the many
aspirations they foster, the successes and shortcomings of soccer academies
have kicked their way into the spotlight. Entrepreneurial Goals breaks away
from studies that focus on the international relations consequences of soccer
ventures, which are often rebuked as extended forms of European colonialism
and exploitation of local talent, and instead centers Ghanaian establishments
and the opportunities they create for local development within their
surrounding communities.
Itamar Dubinsky’s extensive ethnographic research offers an innovative
theoretical approach by assessing three institutions through an Africapitalist
prism. He demonstrates that these business endeavors, when viewed from the
perspective of local interests, realize many of the educational, financial, and
community-building ambitions of the region.
ITAMAR DUBINSKY is a visiting assistant professor of history
at Oregon State University.

HISTORY
APRIL | LC: 2021041572 GV
198 PP. | 6 × 9 | 10 B/W ILLUS., 4 MAPS
ISBN 978-0-299-33560-1 | CASEBOUND | $79.95 S

Africa and the Diaspora: History, Politics, Culture
Neil Kodesh, Tejumola Olaniyan,
and James H. Sweet, Series Editors

“Entrepreneurial Goals creates a
new body of evidence on the
relationship between African sport
and society, a field of inquiry of
growing significance. The author’s
numerous interviews with
Ghanaian coaches, staff workers,
players, parents, fans, and others
shed new light on the everyday
operation of soccer training centers
and their wider impact.”
—Peter Alegi, Michigan State University

ALSO IN THE SERIES
Whose Agency: The Politics and
Practice of Kenya’s HIV-Prevention
NGOs

SENEGAL
ABROAD

LINGUISTIC BORDERS, RACIAL FORMATIONS,

Senegal Abroad: Linguistic Borders,
Racial Formations, and Diasporic
Imaginaries

AND DIASPORIC IMAGINARIES

Megan Hershey

Maya Angela Smith

ISBN 978-0-299-32170-3

ISBN 978-0-299-32054-6

CASEBOUND $69.95 S

PAPER $21.95 S
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Religious Entanglements
Central African Pentecostalism, the Creation of Cultural
Knowledge, and the Making of the Luba Katanga
DAVID MAXWELL
A substantial engagement with cultural entanglement and knowledge
creation
“Maxwell makes a stunning contribution. This is one of the most
compelling accounts of mission Christianity and African society in
colonial Africa in over two decades.”—David Gordon, Bowdoin College

HISTORY
JUNE | LC: 2021041582 BV
352 PP. | 6 × 9 | 27 B/W ILLUS., 6 MAPS
ISBN 978-0-299-33750-6 | CASEBOUND | $79.95 S

Africa and the Diaspora: History, Politics, Culture
Neil Kodesh, Tejumola Olaniyan, and
James H. Sweet, Series Editors

Under the leadership of William F. P. Burton and James Salter, the Congo
Evangelistic Mission (CEM) grew from a simple faith movement founded in
1915 into one of the most successful classical Pentecostal missions in Africa,
today boasting more than one million members in the Democratic Republic
of the Congo. Drawing on artifacts, images, documents, and interviews, David
Maxwell examines the roles of missionaries and their African collaborators—
the Luba-speaking peoples of southeast Katanga—in producing knowledge
about Africa.
Through the careful reconstruction of knowledge pathways, Maxwell brings
into focus the role of Africans in shaping texts, collections, and images as
well as in challenging and adapting Western-imported presuppositions and
prejudices. Ultimately, Maxwell illustrates the mutually constitutive nature
of discourses of identity in colonial Africa and reveals not only how the Luba
shaped missionary research but also how these coproducers of knowledge
constructed and critiqued custom and convened new ethnic communities.
Making a significant intervention in the study of both the history of African
Christianity and the cultural transformations effected by missionary encounters
across the globe, Religious Entanglements excavates the subculture of African
Pentecostalism, revealing its potentiality for radical sociocultural change.
DAVID MAXWELL is the Dixie Professor of Ecclesiastical
History at the University of Cambridge and a professorial
fellow at Emmanuel College in Cambridge.

ALSO IN THE SERIES
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The Names of the Python:
Belonging in East Africa,
900 to 1930

Health in a Fragile State:
Science, Sorcery, and Spirit
in the Lower Congo

David L. Schoenbrun

John M. Janzen

ISBN 978-0-299-33250-1

ISBN 978-0-299-32504-6
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Russia’s Social Gospel
The Orthodox Pastoral Movement in Famine,
War, and Revolution
DANIEL SCARBOROUGH
What does religion mean in times of crisis?
“Russia’s Social Gospel thoughtfully and expertly adds an important piece
to the puzzle of this complex, historically contingent thing we call Russian
Orthodoxy.”—Patrick Lally Michelson, Indiana University
The late Russian Empire experienced rapid economic change, social dislocation,
and multiple humanitarian crises, enduring two wars, two famines, and three
revolutions. A “pastoral activism” took hold as parish clergymen led and
organized the response of Russia’s Orthodox Christians to these traumatic
events. In Russia’s Social Gospel, Daniel Scarborough considers the roles played
by pastors in the closing decades of the failing tsarist empire and the explosive
1917 revolutions.
This volume draws upon extensive archival research to examine the
effects of the pastoral movement on Russian society and the Orthodox
Church. Scarborough argues that the social work of parish clergymen shifted
the focus of Orthodox practice in Russia toward cooperative social activism
as a devotional activity. He furthers our understanding of Russian Orthodoxy
by illuminating the difficult position of parish priests, who were charged with
both spiritual and secular responsibilities but were supported by neither
church nor state. His nuanced look at the pastorate shows how social and
historical traumas shifted perceptions of what being religious meant, in turn
affecting how the Orthodox Church organized itself, and contributed to Russia’s
modernization.

HISTORY / RELIGION
MAY | LC: 2021040742 BX
288 PP. | 6 × 9 | 3 TABLES
ISBN 978-0-299-33720-9 | CASEBOUND | $79.95 S

“A combination of solid archival
research and compelling historical
interpretations.”—Irina Paert,
University of Tartu

DANIEL SCARBOROUGH is an assistant professor of Russian
history and religion at Nazarbayev University. His interests
include the religious and intellectual history of late imperial
Russia, the local history of Moscow and Tver’, and Russia’s
Silver Age.
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A Spiritual Revolution:
The Impact of Reformation and
Enlightenment in Orthodox Russia
Andrey V. Ivanov
ISBN 978-0-299-32790-3
CASEBOUND $79.95 S

Beyond the Monastery Walls:
The Ascetic Revolution in
Russian Orthodox Thought,
1814–1914
Patrick Lally Michelson
ISBN 978-0-299-31200-8
CASEBOUND $69.95 S
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Fugitive Texts
Slave Narratives in Antebellum Print Culture
MICHAËL ROY
T R A N S L AT E D BY S U S A N P I C K F O R D

Winner of the SAES / AFEA Book Prize

LITERARY CRITICISM / HISTORY
SEPTEMBER | LC: 2021053056 PS
280 PP. | 6 × 9 | 13 B/W ILLUS.
ISBN 978-0-299-33840-4 | CASEBOUND | $79.95 S

Praise for the French edition
(Textes fugitifs):
“Offers a new approach to slave
narratives.”—Études littéraires africaines
“The historical sweep Michaël Roy
carries out here allows him to
advance strong conclusions.”
—Lectures

“Rethinking the place of slave
narratives in the literary and political
fields of the antebellum United
States, revisiting presuppositions:
these are the points which allow
this rigorous, vigorous, and very
well-written work to stand out
from other analyses of these texts.”

Antebellum slave narratives have taken pride of place in the American literary
canon. Once ignored, disparaged, or simply forgotten, the autobiographical
narratives of Frederick Douglass, Harriet Jacobs, and other formerly enslaved
men and women are now widely read and studied. One key aspect of the
genre, however, has been left unexamined: its materiality. What did original
editions of slave narratives look like? How were these books circulated? Who
read them?
In Fugitive Texts, Michaël Roy offers the first book-length study of the
slave narrative as a material artifact. Drawing on a wide range of sources,
he reconstructs the publication histories of a number of famous and
lesser-known narratives, placing them against the changing backdrop of
antebellum print culture. Slave narratives, he shows, were produced through
a variety of print networks. Remarkably few were published under the full
control of white-led antislavery societies; most were self-published and
distributed by the authors, while some were issued by commercial publishers
who hoped to capitalize on the success of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s
Cabin. The material lives of these texts, Roy argues, did not end within the
pages. Antebellum slave narratives were “fugitive texts” apt to be embodied
in various written, oral, and visual forms.
Published to rave reviews in French, Fugitive Texts illuminates the
heterogeneous nature of a genre often described in monolithic terms and
ultimately paves the way for a redefinition of the literary form we have come
to recognize as “the slave narrative.”
MICHA ËL ROY is an associate professor of American
studies at Université Paris Nanterre and a fellow of the
Institut Universitaire de France. His work has appeared in
journals such as Slavery & Abolition, MELUS, and Papers of
the Bibliographical Society of America. He is the editor of
Frederick Douglass in Context.

—Textes & Contextes

OF REL ATED INTEREST

Against a Sharp White Background:
Infrastructures of African American Print

A Mysterious Life and Calling: From
Slavery to Ministry in South Carolina

Edited by Brigitte Fielder and Jonathan
Senchyne

Reverend Mrs. Charlotte S. Riley
Edited with an introduction by
Crystal J. Lucky
Foreword by Joycelyn K. Moody

ISBN 978-0-299-32150-5
CASEBOUND $79.95 S
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Intermediate Horizons
Book History and Digital Humanities
EDITED BY MARK VARESCHI AND HEATHER WACHA
Centering intermediation in the study of book history and digital humanities
“Book history and digital humanities are increasingly entangled, and it
makes sense why: we cannot understand our digital moment without
knowing the technologies and textual cultures that came before.
Intermediate Horizons shows how these fields speak to each other,
and why we need to pay attention.”—Whitney Trettien, University of Pennsylvania
This innovative collection examines how book history and digital humanities
(DH) practices are integrated through approach, access, and assessment.
Eight essays by rising and senior scholars practicing in multiple fields—
including librarians, literature scholars, digital humanists, and historians—
consider and reimagine the interconnected futures and horizons at the
intersections of texts, technology, and culture and argue for a return to
a more representative and human study of the humanities.
Integrating intermedial practices and assessments, the editors and
contributors explore issues surrounding the access to and materiality
of digitized materials, and the challenge of balancing preservation of
traditional archival materials with access. They offer an assessment in our
present moment of the early visions of book history and DH projects. In
revisiting these projects, they ask us to shift our thinking on the promises
and perils of archival and creative work in different media. Taken together,
this volume reconsiders the historical intersections of book history and DH
and charts a path for future scholarship across disciplinary boundaries.
MARK VARESCHI is an associate professor of English at the University of
Wisconsin–Madison and the author of Everywhere and Nowhere: Anonymity
and Mediation in Eighteenth-Century Britain. HEATHER WACHA is a former
University of Wisconsin fellow and CLIR Postdoctoral Fellow and associate
coordinator of the Center for the History of Print and Digital Culture at the
University of Wisconsin–Madison. She is the coauthor of The Cartulary of the
Abbey of Prémontré: A Dual Print and Digital Edition.

MEDIA STUDIES
AUGUST | LC: 2021046865 AZ
184 PP. | 6 × 9 | 15 B/W ILLUS.
ISBN 978-0-299-33810-7 | CASEBOUND | $79.95 S

The History of Print and Digital Culture
James P. Danky, Christine Pawley,
Adam R. Nelson, Series Editors

“Intermediate Horizons offers a
vital set of reports on the history
and future of the book. Traversing
the shared territory of the digital
humanities and book-historical
studies, the essays in this volume
provide fresh perspectives on the
wonderful complexities of media
and mediation.”—Andrew Stauffer,
University of Virginia

ALSO IN THE SERIES
ProtEst
on thE

PagE

Edited by
James L. Baughman,
Jennifer Ratner-Rosenhagen,
& James P. Danky

Essays
on Print and thE
CulturE of dissEnt sinCE 1865

Protest on the Page: Essays on Print
and the Culture of Dissent since 1865
Edited by James L. Baughman,
Jennifer Ratner-Rosenhagen,
and James P. Danky
ISBN 978-0-299-30284-9
PAPER $39.95 AT
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Eclogues and Georgics
VERGIL
T R A N S L AT E D BY J A M E S B R A D L E Y W E L L S

Timely, thought-provoking translations of two major ancient Roman works
“Wells’s translations are poetry in their own right—the work of a poet
and created as poetic works—and marry deft use of English rhythms
and cadences with fidelity to Vergil’s Latin. The skillful metrical scheme
and lexical choices (especially the striking and inventive compounds)
make it a pleasure to read. I felt as though I was reading both texts anew.”
—Tedd A. Wimperis, Elon University

CLASSICS
JUNE | LC: 2021041604 PA
264 PP. | 6 × 9
ISBN 978-0-299-33740-7 | CASEBOUND | $29.95 S

Wisconsin Studies in Classics

James Bradley Wells shares his poet’s soul and scholar’s eye in this thoughtprovoking new translation of two of Vergil’s early works, the Eclogues and
Georgics. With its emphasis on a natural rather than stylized rhythm, Eclogues
and Georgics honors the original spirit of ancient Roman poetry as both a
written and performance-based art form.
The accompanying introductory essays situate both sets of poems in a
rich literary tradition. Wells provides historical context and literary analysis of
these two works, eschewing facile interpretations of these oft-examined texts
and ensconcing them in the society and culture from which they originated.
The translations in Eclogues and Georgics are augmented with annotated
essays, a pronunciation guide, and a glossary. These supplementary materials,
alongside Wells’s bold vision for what translation choices can reveal, promote
radically democratizing access for readers with an interest in classics or
poetry.
JAMES BRADLEY WELLS is an associate professor of classical studies at
DePauw University. He has worked widely as a poet, translator, and critic.
He is the author of Pindar’s Verbal Art and his own original poetry has been
collected and published in Bicycle and The Kazantzakis Guide to Greece

OF REL ATED INTEREST
Lysistrata: A New Verse Translation
Aristophanes
Translated by David Mulroy,
with introduction and notes
ISBN 978-0-299-32984-6

The Oresteia: Agamemnon, Libation
Bearers, and The Holy Goddesses
Aeschylus
A verse translation by David Mulroy,
with introduction and notes
ISBN 978-0-299-31564-1

PAPER $12.95 AT

PAPER $19.95 AT
ISBN 978-0-299-31560-3
CASEBOUND $39.95 AT
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Ovid’s Heroides and the Augustan Principate
MEGAN O. DRINKWATER
Seemingly innocuous poetic play that gets to the heart of Rome’s
tumultuous social history
“Provides an innovative, new avenue for reading the Heroides, pushing us
to see the work as far more subversive than typically thought, as one that
deviates from canonical narratives and creates sympathy for the powerless
in the face of the powerful.”—Bartolo Natoli, Randolph-Macon College
43 BCE, the year after the assassination of Julius Caesar. While the Roman
republic had seen many conflicts, it was this civil war, headed by the vengeful
triumvirate of Mark Anthony, Marcus Lepidus, and Octavian, that irrevocably
transformed Rome with its upheaval. What followed was years of fighting and
the eventual ascendancy of Octavian, who from 27 BCE onward would be best
known as Caesar Augustus, founder of the Roman Principate.
It was in this era of turmoil and transformation that Ovid, the Roman poet
best known for Metamorphoses, was born. The Heroides, one of his earliest and
most elusive works, is not written from the first-person perspective that so
often characterizes the elegiac poetry of that time but from the personae of
tragic heroines of classical mythology.
Megan O. Drinkwater illustrates how Ovid used innovations of literary
form to articulate an expression of the crisis of civic identity in Rome at a
time of extreme and permanent political change. The letters are not divorced
from the context of their composition but instead elucidate that context for
their readers and expose how Ovid engaged in politics throughout his entire
career. Drinkwater makes a compelling case for understanding the Heroides as
a testament from one of Rome’s most eloquent writers to the impact that the
dramatic shift from republic to empire had on its intellectual elites.

CLASSICAL STUDIES
JULY | LC: 2021047930 PA
192 PP. | 6 × 9
ISBN 978-0-299-33780-3 | CASEBOUND | $79.95 S

Wisconsin Studies in Classics

MEGAN O. DRINKWATER is a professor and chair of the
Department of Classics at Agnes Scott College. She has
previously published several articles on different aspects
of Ovid’s work and has contributed to The Cambridge
Companion to Latin Love Elegy.

OF REL ATED INTEREST
Silenced Voices:
The Poetics of Speech in Ovid

Repeat Performances: Ovidian
Repetition and the Metamorphoses

Bartolo A. Natoli

Edited by Laurel Fulkerson and
Tim Stover

ISBN 978-0-299-31214-5
PAPER $26.95 S

ISBN 978-0-299-30750-9
CASEBOUND $75.00 S
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Now in paperback

Language and Authority in
De Lingua Latina
Varro’s Guide to Being Roman
DIANA SPENCER
Engaging with an important and intriguing Roman scholar
“A thought-provoking effort that both highlights the complexity of a
text long-overlooked and reunites Varro in scholarship with the peers
and culture he engaged with in life.”—Bryn Mawr Classical Review

JULY | LC: 2018045765 PA

“Spencer takes on De Lingua Latina anew, and rather than mining it for late
Republican thoughts on Latin and its etymologies, she views it as a kind of
‘guide’ to Varro’s Roman world, as told through a complex dance with that
which the man loved most—his language.”—Sarah Culpepper Stroup, University

424 PP. | 6 × 9 | 1 MAP

of Washington

CLASSICS

ISBN 978-0-299-32324-0 | PAPER | $ 26.95 S
CASEBOUND | 2019 | ISBN 978-0-299-32320-2

Wisconsin Studies in Classics
Laura McClure, Mark Stansbury-O'Donnell,
and Matthew Roller, Series Editors

“Spencer’s work hooks Varro back
into the dominant threads of Latin
studies over the past couple of
decades and in so doing fills in a
major gap in our understanding
of the intellectual life of the Late
Republic.”—Erik Gunderson, University
of Toronto

Diana Spencer, known for her scholarly focus on how ancient Romans
conceptualized themselves as a people and how they responded to and
helped shape the world they lived in, brings her expertise to an examination
of the Roman scholar Varro and his treatise De Lingua Latina. This commentary
on the origin and relationships of Latin words is an intriguing, but often
puzzling, fragmentary work for classicists.
Since Varro was engaged in defining how Romans saw themselves and
how they talked about their world, Spencer reads along with Varro, following
his themes and arcs, his poetic sparks, his political and cultural seams. Few
scholars have accepted the challenge of tackling Varro and his work, and in
this pioneering volume, Spencer provides a roadmap for considering these
topics more thoroughly.
DIANA SPENCER is a professor of classics and the dean of Liberal Arts and
Natural Sciences at the University of Birmingham (UK). Recent publications
include contributions to The Routledge Handbook of Identity and the
Environment in the Classical and Early Medieval Worlds and the Cambridge
Classical Journal Supplement 39, Varro Varius: The Polymath of the Roman World.

OF REL ATED INTEREST
The Play of Allusion in the
Historia Augusta

The Athenian Adonia in Context: The
Adonis Festival as Cultural Practice

David Rohrbacher

Laurialan Reitzammer

ISBN 978-0-299-32704-0

ISBN 978-0-299-30824-7

PAPER $21.95 S

PAPER $21.95 S

THE PLAY OF ALLUSION IN THE

Historia Augusta
DAVID ROHRBACHER
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African Economic History

Edited by George Bob-Milliar, Mariana Candido,
Toyin Falola, Toby Green, and Chétima Melchisedek
Scholarly essays in English and French on the economic history
of African societies from precolonial times to the present.
2/year | ISSN 0145-2258 | E-ISSN 2163-9108
aeh.uwpress.wisc.edu

Arctic Anthropology

Edited by Christyann M. Darwent
An international journal devoted to the study of Old and
New World northern cultures and peoples.
2/year | ISSN 0066-6939 | E-ISSN 1933-8139
aa.uwpress.org

Contemporary Literature
Edited by Timothy Yu

Scholarly essays on contemporary writing in English, interviews
with established and emerging authors, and reviews of recent
critical books in the field.
4/year | ISSN 0010-7484 | E-ISSN 1548-9949
cl.uwpress.org

Ecological Restoration
Edited by Steven N. Handel

A forum for advancing the science and practice of
restoration ecology.
4/year | ISSN 1522-4740 | E-ISSN 1543-4079
er.uwpress.org

Ghana Studies

Edited by Abdul-Gafaru Abdulai and Jeffrey Ahlman
A forum for cutting-edge original research about Ghana’s society,
culture, environment, and history.
1/year | ISSN 1536-5514 | E-ISSN 2333-7168
bit.ly/ghanastudies

History of Pharmacy and Pharmaceuticals
Edited by Lucas Richert

Original scholarly articles about the history of pharmacy practice,
science, and education; drug regulation; social and cultural aspects
of drugs and medicines; and the pharmaceutical industry.
2/year | ISSN 2694-3034 | E-ISSN 2694-3042
bit.ly/HistOfPharm
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Most journals are available through Project MUSE and/or
the JSTOR archive. See individual listings for details.

Edited by Anna Aizer

A leading journal in empirical microeconomics, featuring
research relevant to public policy practitioners.
6/year | ISSN 0022-166X | E-ISSN 1548-8004
jhr.uwpress.org

Land Economics

Applied Research on Environmental Resources
Edited by Daniel J. Phaneuf
Papers related to the economics of natural and environmental
resources, emphasizing conceptual and/or empirical work with
direct relevance for public policy.
4/year | ISSN 0023-7639 | E-ISSN 1543-8325
le.uwpress.org
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The Journal of Human Resources

Landscape Journal

Design, Planning, and Management of the Land
Edited by James LaGro
In-depth exploration of ideas and challenges that are central
to contemporary design, planning, and teaching.
2/year | ISSN 0277-2426 | E-ISSN 1553-2704
lj.uwpress.org

Luso-Brazilian Review

Edited by Rebecca J. Atencio, Kathryn Bishop-Sanchez,
Jerry Dávila, and Marc A. Hertzman
Interdisciplinary scholarship on Portuguese, Brazilian, and
Lusophone African cultures, with special emphasis on
scholarly works in literature, history, and the social sciences.
2/year | ISSN 0024-7413 | E-ISSN 1548-9957
lbr.uwpress.org

Monatshefte

Edited by Hannah V. Eldridge, Sabine Gross, and Sonja E. Klocke
A quarterly journal devoted to German literature and culture.
4/year | ISSN 0026-9271 | E-ISSN 1934-2810
mon.uwpress.org

Native Plants Journal

Edited by Stephen Love

A forum for dispersing practical information about planting
and growing North American native plants for conservation,
restoration, reforestation, landscaping, highway corridors,
and related uses.
3/year | ISSN: 1522-8339 | E-ISSN: 1548-4785
npj.uwpress.org
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